Elder participation in information technology: A qualitative analysis of Taiwan retirees
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Abstract: The present inquiry considers the nature and meaning of elder participation in information technology and the degree to which computer-mediated communication increases in the social capital of elder adults. This study compares 27 elder computer participants and 27 nonparticipants by means of open-ended interviews. Three primary themes emerged from the interviews. The first concerns the different conceptions of old age held by the computer-participants and the nonparticipants, and in particular, differing views on learning capacity in later life. The second concerns their intentions of applying information technology. The third concerns the learning problems of operating computers. The findings from the current study also show that older persons are able to study and to use computers if a good training program exists that encourages them to do so. On the other hand, it cannot be dismissed that those who chose to participate and to study computer use may have done so because they had a stronger prior desire and/or ability to engage in this particular undertaking. It might be that the elderly information technology participants had a positive approach to the computer, a priori, and perhaps a better capability for learning new things as well.
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1 Introduction
The major concern of this study involves the participation of elderly persons in the world of information technology. This information world sometime also called as cyberspace. Information world relied upon users applying computer technology to access information. Participation in information world may range from solitary use of a personal computer, as in computer games, through asynchronous communication and information searches, like sending e-mails, to synchronous exchange, such as multiuser chats on the Internet [1,2]. Entry into the cyber-realm requires access to and knowledge of computer technology [3, 4].

In information society, people of all ages can seek new information and disseminate their own ideas to others, they can acquire new social ties and discard old ones at will, and they can enhance an existing identity or establish a new one [5]. Information society is multidimensional and simulated, and constitutes the penultimate expression of “virtual reality.” At the same time, it is the very realm of modern society in which social capital is increasingly exchanged [6]. Thus, participation in information society may well become a major means and a primary measure of community belonging and involvement in the 21st century [7].

Participation of elder adults in the current “information technology revolution” is an important topic for analysis. On the one hand, elderly people have much to gain from computer-based communication. Because travel
through information society does not require physical movement, elder persons can maintain virtual social networks from their homes. Moreover, computer-based communication is ageless, in that participants are not typecast according to physical appearance [8]. Elderly internetwork participants can choose to identify themselves by age as a means to recruit new social ties, or not, as they wish. They can even maintain multiple selves [9]. Lastly, internet-communication is not bound by time or place [10,11,12]. Participants can engage in computer games, information searches, and chats at any hour of the day or night. Retirees with an increase in unobligated time can exploit the temporal flexibility of the internet-mechanism for their unique benefit.

Inconsistently, however, the elderly cohort is the very group least likely to be willing to information society participation. The advent of computer technology in day-to-day life occurred after many elder people had already retired from their place of work [13, 14]. For many of them, computers are still an unknown entity. On the other hand, elder workers who remain employed frequently find themselves outside of computer-generated tasks. In terms of cyber-proficiency, the elderly cohort may be a lost generation.

Most of the time, technology education always put their focus on the younger learners or work force and not dealing with the elder retiree. There is also a need of technology education for the elderly cohort, so can not be a lost generation.

Acquisition of computer skills by elder people requires new learning of an unfamiliar mechanism. Finding and gaining access to appropriate opportunities in the community for learning computer skills can be a major difficulty. Another obstacle to the acquisition of computer proficiency stems from the possible learning barriers attributed to later life [15]. Elder people are sometimes seen as slow in adoption of new technologies. These stumbling blocks to participation in internet may distance elder adults from computer technology and, inadvertently, may further marginalize them from the mainstream of modern society.

As participation in information technology becomes an increasingly important aspect of modern society, it is crucial to consider the accessibility of elder adults to this phenomenon. In particular, it is important to understand how elder persons view the information-revolution, and how they relate to its impact on their own lives. The study that is spelled out in the following sections attempts to provide new insights into this emerging area of interest

2 Literature review

The way to describe elder participating information society is always important to both the information technology development and communication technology. This kind knowledge would be serving as a guidance of information technology implementation. Even further, the technology literacy of elders should be put into the technology education agenda if we looking forward a technology literate society. To further establishing research foundation, the topic of technology literacy, social capital, and internet for elders would be reviewed.

A major debate in current social science literature involves the capacity of computer-mediated communication to enhance the social capital of people of all ages. Social capital refers to the institutions, relationships, and norms that shape the quality and the quantity of a society’s social interactions. The term includes warm feelings and a wide variety of benefits that flow from the trust, reciprocity, information, and cooperation that characterize social networks. Social capital creates a sense of belonging for people who are connected [16].

Wellman et al. identified two major forms of social capital: (1) network capital, or relations with friends, neighbors, relatives, and workmates that provide companionship, emotional aid, goods and services, information, and a sense of belonging; and (2) participatory capital, or involvement in organizations that afford opportunities for people to bond. They also cite a third related aspect of social capital, namely, community commitment, or a responsible sense of belonging that mobilizes one’s social capital effectively [17,18].

In an influential book, Putnam [16] has detailed the progressive decline in community participation in modern American society and the concomitant reduction of available social capital. Lin [19] and Wellman [20, 21] suggest an alternative explanation to this same phenomenon. That is, rather than seeing the observed decline in community participation as evidence for reduced social capital, they view it as indicating a changing focus. In their opinion, community is becoming embedded in personal social networks rather than in...
communal organizational structures. Social capital is not decreasing, in their opinion, but diversifying.

Computer-mediated communication, and particularly the Internet, enters into the discussion of social capital as a significant potential intervener. The direction of its presumed influence, however, is not clear.

There are those who maintain that cyberspace opens up positive possibilities to expand and to diversify one’s social ties. Virtual networks and virtual communities created through cyber-communication are seen as the antidotes to declining community participation and to decreasing social capital [10, 12, 20, 22]. Opponents of this view contend, on the other hand, that Internet utilization negatively impacts upon the frequency of face-to-face connections and comes at the expense of meaningful social ties [23, 24]. They hold, moreover, that virtual networks may yield less valuable interchanges than those they replace in the real world [25]. As a result, computer mediated communication networks reduce social capital.

The empirical resolution of this debate is far from reaching closure. A recent survey by Wellman et al. [17] of over 39,000 visitors of all ages to the National Geographic Society Website found that the Internet supplements and increases organizational involvement. The results of their study indicated a positive relationship between Internet use and organizational participation. The effect was stronger for asynchronous activities than for synchronous activities. Although these cross-sectional results do not show causation, Wellman et al. suggest that the Internet is increasing interpersonal connectivity and organizational involvement. As such, they see the Internet as a tool for building and maintaining social capital.

Nie [23] compared four different studies of Internet use in the general population and came to quite different conclusions. Despite contradictory findings across the four studies reviewed, the key interpretation of his comparative analysis suggests that users of computer-mediated communication did not become more socially connected as a result of their Internet links. Rather, their relatively greater social connectivity was due to their having the very characteristics that are instrumental for the production of social capital in the first place. These included being better educated, having higher incomes, and being less likely to be over the age of 65. This last point regarding the relative estrangement of elders from the world of cyberspace requires greater scrutiny.

3 Methodology
The methodology would be illustrated according to the research problem, data collection, portfolio structure and data convert flow.

3.1 Research problem
The purpose of this study was to inquiry considers the nature and meaning of elder participation in information technology and the degree to which computer-mediated communication increases in the social capital of elder adults.

3.2 Data Collection
Field research for the current study was carried out among the majority segment of the elderly Taiwan cohort, namely, low to moderate income Taiwan adults. Data collection was executed within the framework of Veterans Home that sponsor training programs for computer skills for elder adults.

The Veterans Home will approximate the number of monthly changes in the number of currently 381 people, the number of nursing homes 261 people (living to take care of themselves), and there are nine participants (average age 79). There are 89 persons in conservation (paralyzed, or disabled, who cannot take care of themselves), and are three participants joining class. Their average age 57 and are all disabled and relatively young, can use a wheelchair to get around. There are 11 elders out of 31 couples joined the class and their average age is 79.

There are 4 elder participants from neighbor community, with an average age of 76, so total number of observations for 381 participants and a total of 27 people joined the class.

This setting therefore allowed the recruitment of a comparative sample of computer participants and nonparticipants whose feelings and perceptions about the potential globalization of their social worlds could be explored in depth.

The principal stage of this qualitative inquiry consisted of semi-structured open-ended interviews that were carried out by one of the author during the course of the year 2010. The approach was both exploratory and inductive, and allowed the researcher to gather the respondents’ unique views and experiences in relation to the research topic.

Various probes were included in the semi-structured interview in order to elicit information about the different computer uses that were employed by the participants, the reasons that brought them to use or
to resist computer usage and the meanings they ascribed to the experience.

After the stage of interview, all response was documented, analyzed and concluded. The rest co-authors were asked to reviewed and check the researchers’ reliability. Based upon the reliability, a final conclusion were reached via panel discussions.

As Groger [26] notes, the aim of such inquiry ‘‘is not to achieve representativeness but to capture as much variation as possible.’’ This method seeks to yield insights and explanations that were not readily available beforehand. Following her guidance for this type of analysis, the sample of 54 informants recruited for this effort (27 participants and 27 nonparticipants) was considered small enough to be practical and yet sufficiently large to provide the needed data.

The open-ended interviews were carried out at the veterans’ home or in the respondent’s home, according to their preference. Interviews lasted from 1 to 2 h each. They were audio and video recorded and transcribed. The resultant texts were analyzed through two parallel techniques: the technique of examining the central themes that stood out in the interviews, and the technique of ‘‘open encoding.’’

Inductive analysis of the qualitative data compiled from interview transcriptions revealed three major themes, two of which distinguish between the information technology participants and the nonparticipants, and one that provides unique insights into the participants’ inner worlds. They are spelled out in the following sections and illustrated through the words of the respondents, whose names were changed for the presentation of the data.

As will be seen, respondents spoke simply and within the bounds of their limited experience. Their level of expression reflects that of the majority of the current aged cohort in Taiwan, people whose education was cut short due to years of war and migration. While their verbalization might be considered somewhat shallow, it nevertheless represents the character of the population of interest, and reflects the challenge inherent in inviting their participation in information technology hosted communication networks.

4. Findings and Conclusions

Aging causes problem accessing information around. Some participants with severe hearing loss are hard of hear. Their classes are required individual guidance approach. The interviews before and after the first engagement, said those participants that “I could not hear clearly, but if teacher talk closely providing individual guidance, I learn more of it and there is no obstacle.”

Second, for the learning motivation, they learn information technology for functional reasons of communication and well citizenship. In order to communicate relatives out abroad like mainland, they willing to learn how to use computer as a communication tools to link receiver with video and audio. For better fit into our society, they want to understand what information technology could provide, so they would not be left behind. “I want kill leisure time in the new ways” participant E12 said. “I like to copy The Bible.”, “I want do business through internet.” which is 50 years old physical disability caused a car accident. “I need to know how to operate computer to be a volunteer” said by several participants.

Life-long learning is another reason for them to think of learn computer. “Without knowledge of computer is the symbol of out of date” did be mentioned by several participants. Apply technology to overcome physical disabilities play an important role to motivate participants.

Third, overconfident, most of them mentioned that they had similar experience of learning information technology. Their previous learning experiences, such as the studied Chinese typing, mathematical interest and other reasons to support their learning computer, are not really fit into learning information technology and using internet communication.

Fourth, some of the students are mental disability. Their learning mood is no always stable. In hand-on practice session, some of them just can not put their focus on the learning target.

4.1 Intended usage of information technology

Based upon participants’ interview, the following intentions were listed according to the frequency.

1. Personal communication
2. Literature development
3. Information surfing
4. Information storage
5. Information sharing
6. Business communication
7. Information creating
8. Playing internet game

Relations with friends, relatives, workmates and neighbors could be initialed, established, maintain, and organized by some of these eight
intentions. It was found a strong intension based of network capital could be developed via learning information technology.

4.2 Discussions and Conclusions
This study was focused on social capital to understand elders behavior in participate information technology. The social capital was treated as a process of an investment for maintains productions or social capital. Those who provided information technology, who provided learning opportunities, and who designed courses of information technology are all significant investment behavior. The technology learning environment was established to waiting and preparing people with believe, intention, and behavior.

The social capital would be increased whenever elders show their learning intension based upon their needs. The intentions of elders are the hidden investment. The technology behavior or technology learning behavior is the major component that we are looking for. Before using technology, during using technology, and after using technology are three stages of this study. The observation and analysis would be focus participate intention and obstacles for the first stage. The arrangement of computer equipment, learning environment usage, courses, promotion activities, strategy, pedagogy, attitude, leaning disability and networking would be focus at the second stage.

Mouse operation of the elder participants was not easy to control and learning, including hand-eye co-ordinate problem (to being watching the screen, and noticing the mouse at the same time).

Those functions of co-ordinate more than one operation are even worse. Move cursor and left button click, right button click and pick up from pull-down menu, push down left button and drag, and double click on left button are difficult for elder participants.

Vision problem is another type of obstacle. Computer character font is too small to see. Words on the handout, textbook, and reference material are too small to read.

Learning speed of each individual is quite different. This made highly difficult to teach as a class. The learning pace moderation is necessary.

Hearing problem is a general phenomenon. It is required close speak to communicate.

Bad Memory is another problem for elder participants. Forgotten whatever they had learned is a common phenomenon. Especially as long as the previous demonstration of the situation a little bit different, elder participants would become not knowing how to deal with, even if the same situation. Although with operating practice several times, they could still let it go if they don’t think it is important.

Environment: It was found the environment is not so critical for learning. Classroom is located at the center of the hallway on both sides of evergreen living room. It is not a closed space, not related people will come and go, and is next to the pool table and table tennis table. On the other side, it is a room of karaoke. From time to time, someone sings. Although a lots of interrupts could be happened. The learning activities and practicing activities are still worked fine. Putting computers in an easy accessing space for publics would be more important than a quite learning classroom.

Input and computer operation problems:
Chinese character input, mouse operating and keyboarding are difficult for elder participants. There are two major ways to input. The first one is operating keyboard and the second one is operating handwriting board. By using keyboard, user should familiar with either the phonetic symbol system or the partial character system. There exists several different partial character systems based upon special program settings.

After demonstration, elder participants choose mouse hand writing for partial character input and Microsoft new phonetic input for those who familiar with Chinese phonetics. Special input device would be the last consideration because of the computer device transformation problem.

For the promotion strategy, elder participants are required encouragement. Whenever a well done practice, the reinforcement would be necessary to ensure their motivation. It was also found that encouragement would help participants to overcome the fear of uncertainty.

The findings from the current study also show that older persons are able to study and to use computers if a good training program exists that encourages them to do so. On the other hand, it cannot be dismissed that those who chose to participate and to study computer use may have done so because they had a stronger prior desire and/or ability to engage in this particular undertaking. It might be that the elderly information technology participants had
a positive approach to the computer, a priori, and perhaps a better capability for learning new things as well.
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